Penn set for ‘The Sweetest Fling’

The Social Planning and Events Committee based this year’s Spring Fling theme on the U2 song.

By Laura Katz

It’s countdown time to “The Sweetest Fling.”

With three months left, the Spring Fling Committee gets the ball rolling on Fling 2001 with its cornerstone theme selection.

And once more, the formal name of this year’s spring celebration will resemble a chart-topping pop song.

“The reason why we had to do it this way is because we didn’t want to repeat the formula of previous years,” one Spring Fling committee member explained. “In other words, U2’s “Elevation.”

The names of the Social Planning Committee is really the ‘Sweetest Fling’ as the Spring Fling theme, playing off the hit single of the most recent hit. “The Sweetest Thing.”

Last year, the Fling committee capitalized on Uncle Sam’s first war, Rolling Stone Fling 2000. “Pride Me One More Time.”

Repeating outright the “Got Fling?” and “I Don’t Mean A Thing If I Ain’t Got That Fling,” this year’s theme gained the approval of the largest spring. Fling committee head and SSB student government president, Benne O’Leary.

“The reason why we chose it is partly for the title’s simplicity. “It’s the title of the theme that it won’t be limited to a particular genre,” said Wharton senior Richard Nevin, this year’s chair of the Spring Fling committee.

This large group will help promote the creative process of planning,” said Wharton junior Adam Meyer. “Our Spring Fling committee chair. “The more open-minded the efforts of the committee will allow more diversity in events this year’s Fling.”

The requirement is designed to disable fraternities fromexcluding women without the possibility to get a taste for the Greek system, Valenti said. “It’s a very good opportunity to get a taste for what we plan to do.”

“Yeah, we have a higher level of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Director Nickie Balsam-Belche emphasized. “The process involved the answering of a yes or no question for every group.”

“It’s not going to be a more pleasant experience,” said Wharton senior Leah Tuill. “This year’s Fling will be a more pleasant experience.”

Milken asks for pardon in fraud case

Convicted of securities fraud, the Wharton alumnus is seeking a presidential pardon.

By Richard Mo

After serving nearly two years in prison for securities fraud, Wharton alumnus Michael Milken is being considered for a presidential pardon, despite numerous objections by legal experts.

Milken, nicknamed the “junk bond king,” got his 80-month sentence for securities fraud in 1989. He was released from prison last December after serving just over seven years in prison.

“He didn’t believe that fraternity involvement is the ultimate accomplishment in a strong academic experience,” M. Hoops said. “I wouldn’t do it like that,” he said.
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Life science building will exceed planned size

The $90 million facility, which is entering a six month design phase, will have an extra 25,000 square feet.

By Zarin Parvej

Students may soon again find the doors of popular late-night landmark Billybob open to them, according to university officials. The closure of Billybob, located at 40th and Spruce Streets, left many students desolate at the loss of the establishment’s lively atmosphere.

But according to Michael Collis, chairman of the neighboring Michael's Custom Cuts, Billybob will reopen next month.
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Penn set for ‘The Sweetest Fling’

The Social Planning and Events Committee based this year's Spring Fling theme on the U2 song.

By Laura Katz

It's countdown time to "The Sweetest Fling." With three months left, the Spring Fling Committee gets the ball rolling on Fling 2001 with its cornerstone theme selection.

And once more, the formal name of this year's spring celebration will resemble a chart-topping pop song.

"The reason why we had to do it this way is because we didn't want to repeat the formula of previous years," one Spring Fling committee member explained. "In other words, U2's "Elevation." The names of the Social Planning Committee is really the 'Sweetest Fling' as the Spring Fling theme, playing off the hit single of the most recent hit, "The Sweetest Thing." Last year, the Fling committee capitalized on Uncle Sam's first war, Rolling Stone Fling 2000, "Pride Me One More Time." Repeating outright the "Got Fling?" and "I Don't Mean A Thing If I Ain't Got That Fling," this year's theme gained the approval of the largest spring Fling committee head and SSB student government president, Benne O'Leary.

"The reason why we chose it is partly for the title's simplicity. 'It's the title of the theme that it won't be limited to a particular genre," said Wharton senior Richard Nevin, this year's chair of the Spring Fling committee.

This large group will help promote the creative process of planning," said Wharton junior Adam Meyer. "Our Spring Fling committee chair. "The more open-minded the efforts of the committee will allow more diversity in events this year's Fling.

The requirement is designed to disable fraternities from excluding women without the possibility to get a taste for the Greek system, Valenti said. "It's a very good opportunity to get to know as many people as we can," he said. "We want to have the highest level of participation, both men and women. Events are a good start that." 

Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Director Nickie Balsam-Belche emphasized the process involved the answering of a yes or no question for every group. "I wouldn't do it like that," she said.

Milken asks for pardon in fraud case

Convicted of securities fraud, the Wharton alumnus is seeking a presidential pardon.

By Richard Mo

After serving nearly two years in prison for securities fraud, Wharton alumnus Michael Milken is being considered for a presidential pardon, despite numerous objections by legal experts.

Milken, nicknamed the "junk bond king," got his 80-month sentence for securities fraud in 1989. He was released from prison last December after serving just over seven years in prison.

"He didn't believe that fraternity involvement is the ultimate accomplishment in a strong academic experience," M. Hoops said. "I wouldn't do it like that," he said.
EMPOWERING WOMEN LEADERS IN EMERGING DEMOCRACIES

Thursday, 10—1 FAF 500.001
Wednesday, 6—9 FAF 500.002
Former Montgomery County Member of Congress Marjorie Margolles-Mezvinsky and Wharton Professor Etty Mandelbaum share insights on viable development in jurisdictions of different characters.

ELECTIVE POLITICS

Former Philadelphia Mayor Wayne Smith, Majority Leader of the Delaware House of Representatives, provides an insider view on combining a successful business career with political leadership.

HOW CITY COUNCIL WORKS: THE LEGISLATOR

Mon., 6—9 FAF 532
Jim Kenney, Philadelphia's former large Councilman, and Dr. Mark Gepp, a city council member, explore the city's legislative body from an inside standpoint. Most classes feature a major guest speaker.

PUBLIC INVESTMENT BANKING

Tues., 6—9 FAF 519
Join Center City President and Managing Director, Tony Freeman, in a tour of Center City. Learn about the region's spatial design and how it impacts the economic health of the city.

AUDITING MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE

Wed., 6—9 FAF 462
Center City Director Joshua Sokol shows how an elected controller keeps track of what the City government does.

Updated Courses Returning

INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

James A. Harding, Partner, Urban Partners, leads a panel on urban and regional design and program.

LEADING NON-PROFITS

Tues., 6—9 FAF 755
The YAGA management troubleshooter, William Cameron, offers a realistic and comprehensive approach to running nonprofit organizations.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Sat., 9—30—1 FAF 760
Ursula Cope, Consultant, leads current and former government workers through the complex process of managing federal funds. The addressable audience includes individuals interested in coordinating multiple federal grant applications.

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE?

Contact the Fels Extension Office at 898-5849 for Information and registration.
Judge's comments at Penn coming back to haunt him

By Gregory Richards

Penn students who took "The Effect of Violence, Crime and Delinquency on Community Health" last semester may have noticed they bargained for when politics were introduced into the fray.

In a report filed by Kevin Vaughn, then-chief of the Philadelphia Human Relations Commission, he alleges that Municipal Court Judge Seamus McCaffery made inappropriate statements about the upcoming Republican National Convention while addressing the Penn class.

On July 19, both McCaffery and Vaughn were part of a panel speaking to the class, which was assembled at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia.

In his report, Vaughn detailed that when McCaffery was asked about the convention, he said that the Republican National Convention "cannot effectively rule on these types of proceedings."

Court testimony revealed that McCaffery had been asked about the convention, he said that the Republican National Convention "cannot effectively rule on these types of proceedings."

Vaughn, then-chief of the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, was part of a panel speaking to the class, which was assembled at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia.

In his report, Vaughn detailed that when McCaffery was asked about the convention, he said that the Republican National Convention "cannot effectively rule on these types of proceedings." McCaffery's current involvement with the Fraternal Order of Police and his history as a Philadelphia police officer makes him highly partial, according to defendant Danielle Redden's statement. "Much of our defense has been based on the fact that, although Penn has had every opportunity to contact students and faculty members, it has not done so — instead stating that such information is confidential."

The Grant Program is available to an individual who or an organization that promotes the following:

- women's issues
- the quality of undergraduate and graduate life for women
- the institutional advancement of women
- the physical, emotional, and psychological well-being of women
- provide seed money for pilot programs that show potential for becoming ongoing self-supporting programs

Applications must be submitted no later than January 31, 2001. Awards will be announced in February, and funds will be distributed during the spring.

The R2K lawyers allege that McCaffery's current involvement with the Fraternal Order of Police and his history as a Philadelphia police officer makes him highly partial, according to defendant Danielle Redden's statement. "Much of our defense has been based on the fact that, although Penn has had every opportunity to contact students and faculty members, it has not done so — instead stating that such information is confidential."

McCaffery has also filed a motion to recuse McCaffery from the case. "We feel that McCaffery cannot effectively rule on these types of proceedings," Redden added.

---

The Trustees' Council of Penn Women invites members of the University community to apply for its 2001 Grant Program. Grants in the amounts ranging from $1000-$5000 will be made to individuals or organizations selected by The Council's Grant Committee.

---

The Council is inclined to give favorable consideration to projects that:
- affect a broad segment of the University population
- move the University community to a higher awareness of women's issues
- provide seed money for pilot programs that show potential for becoming ongoing self-supporting programs

For applications, please contact Angela Scott at (215) 999-7811 or stop by the Sweeten Alumni House, 3333 Locust Walk. Applications must be submitted no later than January 31, 2001. Awards will be announced in February, and funds will be distributed during the spring.

---

The Office of International Programs has several work-study and part-time positions available in both the PENN abroad and International Student and Scholar Services areas. We are looking for students with a knowledge of, or interest in, foreign cultures. These positions are non-union and offer an opportunity to work on a campus with an enviable international flavor.

For more information please contact OIP's Business Administrator, Julie Statham, at (215) 898-7811 or stop by the office at 133 Bennett Hall and ask to speak with her. Resumes are required.

---

Look For Our
Grand Opening
FEB 21, 2001

Now Hiring!

4001 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA (215) 222-9200
**Sigma Pi will try to recolonize**

**By Marisa Dunn**

Sigma Pi, the fraternity located in the Florentine house, has been trying to re-colonize for over a year. After a 10-year absence from Penn’s Greek scene, the Sigma Pi Fraternity is planning to return in the fall. 

The Indiana-based fraternity founded at Penn in 1910 as the Sigma Pi Fraternity at Penn, has started a new Delta chapter, closed to those who are interested in the organization, the fraternity hopes to attract a large group of new members. According to Acting President Andrew Marmolodano, the group has been working hard to establish its presence at the campus.

"The Greek system at Penn is definitely the best in the nation," Director of Expansion for Sigma Pi Matt Friedman said. "We do want to be a part of it." According to Friedman, Sigma Pi was able to reignite interest on Penn’s campus in the fall. In turn, the group gained the fraternity permission to do so.

"They gave us an opportunity on what they needed," outgoing IPC President and College Tester Andrew Marmolodano said. "It sounded really good."

Last spring the entire group voted to allow Sigma Pi to re-colonize, according to a position statement on the fraternity’s website. "Do we want them back? Yes," Friedman said that he was not as clear as to why the chapter left Penn, he said that it was because of the Depression and World War II and the chapter had closed.

Last year, Friedman’s predecessor went before the Inter Fraternity Council, asking that Sigma Pi be able to re-colonize at Penn, in turn, the group gave the fraternity permission to do so.

"They’re a strong national fraternity. I don’t see any reason why they can’t do very well."

**Scott R. Biondolli**

**Office of Student and Alumni Affairs**
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To affect a broad segment of the University population

move the University community to a higher awareness of

women's issues

provide seed money for pilot programs that show potential

for becoming ongoing self-supporting programs

For applications, please contact Angela Scott at (215) 898-7811 or stop by the Sweeten Alumni House, 7333 Locust Walk. Applications must be submitted no later than January 31, 2001. Awards will be announced in February, and funds will be distributed during the spring.
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Anything Is Possible

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter invites all Juniors interested in summer opportunities in Investment Banking to a panel discussion: "How to Crack the Summer Interview Process"

- Preparation for the Process
- The Actual Interview
- What to Expect from the Internship

Presented by former Penn students currently working in Investment Banking

Thursday, January 18, 2001
6:00 p.m.
SH-DH, Room 204

All Juniors interested in a summer opportunity in Investment Banking should send/email their resume and cover letter by February 5, 2001 to:
Stacey Harris
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
1585 Broadway - 36th Floor
New York, NY 10036
stacey.harris@msdw.com

MORGAN STANLEY DEAN WITTER

Careers at Morgan Stanley Dean Witter start @ msdw.com/career/recruiting

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to workforce diversity. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter is a service mark of Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co.
Ph.D.s unprepared for jobs

By Samantha Melamed

There is a "three-way mis-
match" between Ph.D. students' goals, the training they receive and the real world when they graduate, according to a study re-
leased Tuesday.

The survey, directed by Chris
Guide at the University of Wis-
consin-Madison, questioned 31
Ph.D. students at 30 univer-
sities across the country. The students surveyed came from 11 arts and sciences depart-
ments.

The survey was sponsored by
Pew Charitable Trusts.

Answers to the 20-page sur-
evry posed by the survey is that
while most doctoral students
receive Ph.D.s unprepared for jobs
that are near to their expectations, many thought this way was.

The problem may be aggra-
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entailed, how the process works
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professors or for careers outside
academe.
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If reports are true, the reopened entity will provide competition to the new 24-hour diner.

When "Best of Billyboy" quit and mysteriously shut its doors over the summer of 2000, many in the Penn community wondered what would become of the famous cheeseSteak emporium at the corner of 36th and Spruce streets.

To generations of Penn students, Billyboy was as much a part of this campus as College Hall or Ben on a Bench. For some, it was greasy cheeseSteaks and ecclectic late-night atmosphere, the establishment catered to University students and West Philadelphia alikes, and prized itself on remaining open 24-hours a day - a considerable rarity in a neighborhood where most restaurants shut their doors around 10 p.m.

Without doubt, the departure of Billyboy left a void in Penn's retail landscape. Last fall. Gone was one of just a pair of 24-hour campus food joints, and gone too - especially considering the pink-and-teal interior that came along with a 1999 renovation - was one of the University's most colorful hangouts.

That's why it is so welcoming to hear that Billyboy will likely open its doors yet again sometime in the coming weeks. Though the details are still unclear - especially in terms of the new menu - it is good to know that Penn students will once again have a place to go for cold beer and shakes when the hands of the clock swing past midnight.

The anticipated return of Billyboy along with the promised re-opening of the new, needed competition for El Diner, the University's 24-hour restaurant on Walnut Street. By providing an additional outlet for hungry late-night diners, the new Billyboy will likely help ensure that El Diner keeps to its intended standard - including quality offerings and low prices - even after the initial rush of student patrons wears off.
Weil has been denied a pardon. A nine-member panel of the President's Council of the American Bar Association denied Weil's application.

The New York Times reported that President George W. Bush, in a televised address, announced that he would not grant a pardon to Weil. The Times quoted a spokesperson for the Office of the Pardon Attorney as saying, "The request for a pardon was made on the basis of Mr. Weil's good behavior and rehabilitation. The Office of the Pardon Attorney concurs."

The Times also reported that the Office of the Pardon Attorney had issued a statement saying, "It is the policy of this office not to discuss pending pardon applications until after a pardon has been granted or denied."

The Times reported that Weil had applied for a pardon in 2002, and that the Office of the Pardon Attorney had reviewed his application and denied it. The Times reported that Weil had been convicted of conspiracy to obstruct justice in 1999 and had been sentenced to 12 months in prison.

The Times reported that Weil had been a onetime adviser to President Bush.

The Times reported that Weil had been a onetime adviser to President Bush.

The Times reported that Weil had been a onetime adviser to President Bush.

The Times reported that Weil had been a onetime adviser to President Bush.
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The Times reported that Weil had been a onetime adviser to President Bush.
The resources to combat racism

With Martha Luther King Jr.'s birthday this week, it seems an opportune time to reflect on the meaning of his legacy and how we can continue to combat racism. Without the fight against racism, America would be a minority problem in America. Today, it is not a minority problem in America. Today, it is not simply a minority problem in America. It is an American problem. It is a problem that affects us all. It is a problem that we must all work together to address.

The policies sold to African American customers earlier this week included five fewer options of food than the same options sold to their white counterparts. The policies sold to African American customers earlier this week included five fewer options of food than the same options sold to their white counterparts. The policies sold to African American customers earlier this week included five fewer options of food than the same options sold to their white counterparts. The policies sold to African American customers earlier this week included five fewer options of food than the same options sold to their white counterparts. The policies sold to African American customers earlier this week included five fewer options of food than the same options sold to their white counterparts.

Julia Gottlieb '01

The article specifically highlighted the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's history of enacting racist insurance policies, reporting that instead of black customers, who bought life insurance during the 1950s, were sold to their white counterparts within the same income level. Consequently, African Americans have significantly less access to insurance benefits. Even though the fight against discrimination benefits all of us, these policies are too often ignored by society, where we see at Penn and assume that this is simply a minority problem in America. It is an American problem. It is a problem that affects us all. It is a problem that we must all work together to address.

The easiest and most immediate way to fight racism can be found on the walls of our campus. The Penn community needs to make a united stand against racist behavior. By speaking out and taking action, we can combat the spread of racism in our society.

Binyamin Appelbaum

The Daily Pennsylvanian
A White House official has asked for a pardon from the Wharton MBA program and the Securities and Exchange Commission, in a letter to Beth Nolan, Counsel to the President.

"We deserve to be excused," wrote in a letter to the president, "for the crimes we have committed. We know that they have been received."

A White House official has asked for a pardon from the Wharton MBA program and the Securities and Exchange Commission, in a letter to Beth Nolan, Counsel to the President.

"We deserve to be excused," wrote in a letter to the president, "for the crimes we have committed. We know that they have been received."

"We deserve to be excused," wrote in a letter to the president, "for the crimes we have committed. We know that they have been received."
**NEWS BRIEFS**

**CNN undergoes massive shakeup**

NEW YORK — In the biggest shakeup in its 12-year history, CNN is enraging its newsroom-entrepreneurial structure, cutting some 500 jobs and appointing three senior executives.

The network has been struggling with a ratings slump and is pushing up against a new barrier, CNN-USA employees, they explain, that forced the creation of turnarounds. CNN was burned by the 1995 ratings slump, the media conglomerate.

**Milk truck rams Calif. Capitol building**

Sacramento, Calif. — A window washer who had been drugged, the police said, died yesterday in a fall from the Capitol building.

The woman was on a mobile platform while cleaning windows on the 13th floor of the state's capital building in the heart of downtown Sacramento. Police said the woman, who had been on drugs, fell 120 feet from the building.

The woman was pronounced dead at a hospital. The cause of death was not immediately known. The woman was identified as a Capitol employee.

**McALESTER, Okla. — Two fugitives and a woman who was convicted of raping and murdering an 81-year-old woman, were caught yesterday just three days after they escaped from the county jail.

The fugitives, identified by police as Larry Mays, 37, and Tanya Mays, 29, were captured by police on a rural road about 6 miles from the jail. Police said the couple was stopped by police as they were trying to escape.

**WASHINGTON** — As his presidency begins on a more somber note, attorney general prepared.

John Ashcroft, who is expected to seek Super Tuesday by the end of the month, has no intention of attempting to get the high court to reverse the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade abortion decision, which he openly called "a terrible decision.

"The Supreme Court is not going to deal with that issue again," Ashcroft said, noting that as attorney general he would probably seek to lead to lower rates.

**Ashcroft pledges for abortion, guns**

Bush leaves Texas for move to White House

MIDLAND, Texas — George W. Bush said yesterday that he is ready to be president, but that he is not ready to make a decision on abortion.

"I am going to take a look at it, and I am going to think about it," Bush said.

"I am going to think about it. I am not going to make a decision until the administration has in arguments before the high court.

"I am going to take a look at it, and I am going to think about it," Bush said.

**SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Pushed over the brink by its battered experiment with deregulation, California cut of power Thursday to 14 million customers after another three-day blackouts imposed during the electricity crisis.

Lights blinked off about 4 p.m. in parts of San Francisco, Sacramento and San Jose, as well as other sections of Silli-

**MONEY**

Dow Jones Industrial Average - Close ... 10,584.23

High 10,545.71

Low 10,545.71

NYSE Composite - 840.06.32

NASDAQ 2056.79.33

Amex 905.05.25

S&P 1457.41.52

Russell 2009.493.18.31

Bulloch 35.73.13

**Get more out of college than classes and parties ...**

**New Luxury Lofts On The Smart Side of Center City**

Get more out of college than classes and parties.

You'll Learn:

• Professional Selling Experience

• Telephone and Communication Skills

• Experience in Formal Presentations

• Computer Software

Call Lauren Plackter, Advertising Manager at 215-698-6581 ext. 124 to schedule an interview.

The Daily Pennsylvania

Pon in Paper

**To Join the Team:**

**Jean Riley, bartender at the Mucky Duck Pub in Monterey, California, tends bar with the aid of a propane camping light during a rolling blackout imposed on Monterey and much of the rest of the state.**

**Milk truck rams Calif. Capitol building**

Sacramento, Calif. — A window washer who had been drugged, the police said, died yesterday in a fall from the Capitol building.

The woman was on a mobile platform while cleaning windows on the 13th floor of the state's capital building in the heart of downtown Sacramento. Police said the woman, who had been on drugs, fell 120 feet from the building.

The woman was pronounced dead at a hospital. The cause of death was not immediately known. The woman was identified as a Capitol employee.

**McALESTER, Okla. — Two fugitives and a woman who was convicted of raping and murdering an 81-year-old woman, were caught yesterday just three days after they escaped from the county jail.

The fugitives, identified by police as Larry Mays, 37, and Tanya Mays, 29, were captured by police on a rural road about 6 miles from the jail. Police said the couple was stopped by police as they were trying to escape.

**WASHINGTON** — As his presidency begins on a more somber note, attorney general prepared.

John Ashcroft, who is expected to seek Super Tuesday by the end of the month, has no intention of attempting to get the high court to reverse the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade abortion decision, which he openly called "a terrible decision.

"The Supreme Court is not going to deal with that issue again," Ashcroft said, noting that as attorney general he would probably seek to lead to lower rates.

**Ashcroft pledges for abortion, guns**

Bush leaves Texas for move to White House

MIDLAND, Texas — George W. Bush said yesterday that he is ready to be president, but that he is not ready to make a decision on abortion.

"I am going to take a look at it, and I am going to think about it," Bush said.

"I am going to think about it. I am not going to make a decision until the administration has in arguments before the high court.

"I am going to take a look at it, and I am going to think about it," Bush said.

**SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Pushed over the brink by its battered experiment with deregulation, California cut of power Thursday to 14 million customers after another three-day blackouts imposed during the electricity crisis.

Lights blinked off about 4 p.m. in parts of San Francisco, Sacramento and San Jose, as well as other sections of Silli-
India tests nuclear ballistic missile

NEW DELHI, India — India yesterday reportedly not feel an improved regional in any dis-
termediate range radic missile
capable of carrying nuclear war-
heads and striking any country in
Pakistan, its hostile neighbor as
well as parts of western China.
The missile, which has a range of
nearly 1,573 miles and a test-
load of one ton, was tested at a
distant remote range at Chandin-
or in eastern Orissa state, the
United Nations.

"The flight test results have in-
creased that the missile objec-
tives were met satisfactorily," the
agency quoted missile program
director R.N. Agarwal as saying.

Prosecutors resign from Estrada trial

MANILA, Philippines — Both sides in President Joseph Estrada's plunder case have called for new prosecution strategy after all 11 prosecutors were replaced, saying it threatened to cost the government lawsuits against the convicted leader.

The Senate suspended the trial — which has dragged on since December 1994, and the Palestinian Satellite Authority is the last remaining pillar of Palestinian Authority policy.

"The flight test results have increased that the missile objectives were met satisfactorily," the agency quoted missile program director R.N. Agarwal as saying.

Prosecutors resign from Estrada trial

MANILA, Philippines — Both sides in President Joseph Estrada's plunder case have called for new prosecution strategy after all 11 prosecutors were replaced, saying it threatened to cost the government lawsuits against the convicted leader.

The Senate suspended the trial — which has dragged on since December 1994, and the Palestinian Satellite Authority is the last remaining pillar of Palestinian Authority policy.
Lazard

Cordially invites all Juniors at the University of Pennsylvania to a
Presentation and Reception on
Thursday, January 18, 2001
Logan Hall, the Terrace Room
4:30 PM

Students interested in interviewing for Investment Banking should drop resumes and cover letters on campus.

Basil A. Bliss, Vice President
Lazard Frères & Co. LLC
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020
FAX: (212) 332-5975

Visit our web site: www.lazard.com
Study shows disparity between races in treatment

By Jennifer Dang
The Chronicle

New home awaits psych and biology

Life SCIENCES from page Ai

Associate Professor of Cardiology Judy Battle, looked at 64,936 cases of Medicare patients with life-threatening heart rhythm abnormalities. Researchers found that black patients received implantable cardioverter-defibrillator devices only one-third as often as white patients when they were available to white patients. Implantable defibrillators have been clinically shown to be superior to existing medical treatments for severe cardiac dysrhythmias. These racial disparities are indicative of a need to bridge gaps (between races and genders), Battle said. "It is imperative where there is a known lack of care that certain races are not receiving it. These findings follow past trends which suggest that differences in treatment of blacks and females for severe cardiac failure. A second study suggests that black patients had less access and responses to treatment for diastolic heart failure. Diastolic heart failure, which is the leading cause of hospital readmissions, is a precursor to complete heart failure.

The 3,303 patient pool that was included in the study indicates that blacks and whites but these disparities have to do primarily with differences in patient preferences, physician bias, geography and socio-economic status. These gaps in communication and awareness need to be adopted by all factions in future clinical trials. These disparities are a combination of factors, such as patient preferences, physician bias, geography and socio-economic status. If anything, (research on patient interaction) indicates that it is improved if there are minority understandings," said East, a cardiologist in Battie's study. "These gaps in communication need to be bridged and a cultural understanding and sensibility need to be adopted by all physicians.

To register call:
Rev. Joseph P. Devlin, Vocation Director
416-667-5778
E-mail: freddieh@philly.org
Web page: http://www.socl.org/vocation/vocation.htm

ARTCARVED

The Official University of Pennsylvania Ring on Sale!
Thursday and Friday January 18th and 19th
12NOON — 6PM
* LAST TWO DAYS*

Every great achievement deserves recognition!

Cascadia Capital, LLC — Seattle-based merchant bank specializing in investment banking services and venture capital investing for Pacific Northwest based technology companies.

Position: Analyst

Company Presentation:
	Where: Houston Hall, Class of 47 Room (Rm. 314) 6:00PM

Interviews:
March 5th, Location TBA

Cascadia Capital, LLC
450 Columbia Street
Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98104
Phone: 206-357-9100
Fax: 206-357-9101

Do you think that God may be calling you to the priesthood?
To explore that possibility come to an Information Night - February 9

Every great achievement deserves recognition!

Cascadia Capital, LLC
Seattle-based merchant bank specializing in investment banking services and venture capital investing for Pacific Northwest-based technology companies.

Cascadia Capital, LLC
Seattle-based merchant bank specializing in investment banking services and venture capital investing for Pacific Northwest-based technology companies.

To register call Rev. Joseph P. Devlin, Vocation Director
416-667-5778
E-mail: freddieh@philly.org
Web page: http://www.socl.org/vocation/vocation.htm

Street's got them both... NEXT Thursday.

Read about Joe of Smokey Joe's and a review of Brad Pitt's latest movie, Snatch, in this year's first issue of Street—January 25.
A great university.
A great newspaper.
And 8 great ways to get involved.

In some ways, college is just like high school. You sit in class, listen, and take notes. At test time, you regurgitate the information you’ve memorized.

But wait. There’s more to college life.

Want excitement! The opportunity to meet new people! The chance to learn by doing, not by watching?

Join The Daily Pennsylvanian.

The ‘DP’, the 117-year-old daily student newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania, recently won the prestigious Pacemaker Award as one of the top five college newspapers in the country, as well as the Columbia Gold Crown Award, the highest honor in college journalism.

Students, faculty and administrators look to us as their main source of news and information about the University and West Philadelphia. Local businesses see us as the most cost-effective way to present their message to the lucrative Penn market. In fact, more than 25,000 people read the DP every day.

Most importantly, the DP—a corporation independent of the University—is run and managed by students. Students just like you.

Everyday, we write and edit the stories, shoot and develop the photographs, lay out and put together the news pages. Everyday, we sell and design the advertisements, handle customer inquiries, and develop budgets and financial statements.

As a DP staff member, you’ll get the opportunity to learn in the trenches, to apply what you’ve learned in the classroom to the real world. From reporting and writing to shooting photographs to selling advertisements to designing pages, you don’t watch—you do.

And, in all of our departments, you’ll begin doing from day one. All you need is enthusiasm, imagination and drive—we’ll teach you the rest.

EDITORIAL

REPORTING

More than 50 reporters cover all aspects of life at Penn and around Philadelphia, from the latest campus rally to the city mayoral election, the newest campus construction project to lectures by famous personalities. In recent years, our student journalists have interviewed celebrities such as Robert Bedford, Gloria Steinem, Conan O’Brien, Don Shula, and Al Sharpton.

Our sportswriters cover more than two dozen intercollegiate sports, and travel to Kentucky, Seattle, and everywhere in between. Sportswriters also follow the rise of Penn graduates in various professional sports careers. In recent years, they have interviewed the likes of Chris Dray, Michael Johnson, John Capers and Doug Gottlieb.

Columnists on the editorial page inform, entertain and spark campus debate everyday.

And writers for our award-winning weekly arts and entertainment magazine, 34th Street, offer readers reviews of movies, records, theaters and books, plus in-depth feature stories and an offbeat perspective on college life.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Staff members have photographed famous figures ranging from Bill Clinton to Jiang Zemin to Ladies Day Carl Sagan to concerts by musicians such as Billy Joel and U2. If you’re looking for action shots, our photographers cover all of the big sports: football, basketball, lacrosse, etc. We’ll help you gain the skills needed to shoot, develop and digitally scan your photographs. Whether you are interested in photography as a hobby, a journalistic skill, or just as a hobby, the DP has what you are looking for.

ART/DESIGN

DP artists and designers work nightly on page designs, graphics and illustrations. Staff designers orchestrate the presentation of the newspaper by laying out the front and sports pages, while art directors develop illustrations to accompany news stories and columns. Our staff utilizes state-of-the-art equipment — Power Macintosh computers, electronic drawing tablets, and film and flatbed scanners — to get the job done. Staff members learn the latest techniques in computer design and illustration by using the hottest software, such as QuarkXPress, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator and Fractal Design Painter.

DAILYPENNLSYLVANIAN.COM

DailyPennsylvanian.com, newly redesigned, employs the most advanced tools in web design and publishing. Be a part of our award-winning Web site and design the pages using the newest versions of Flash, Dreamweaver, Photoshop and Illustrator. If you prefer the more technical side of the Web, dp.com gives you access to the latest Web publishing tools and hottest programming languages. If you enjoy writing, your ideas can be read on dp.com everyday by thousands across the world. And whether you decide to design, program, write or do everything, we’ll teach you everything you’ll need to know.

Business

The DP means business too. We’ve not just a campus newspaper — we’re an independent corporation where students call the shots.

At the DP you won’t learn about the business world by reading a textbook — you’ll learn how to make powerful business letters, and providing good customer service. Simply put, you’ll gain experience you can use to land that first job. And you’ll earn money while you’re learning.

MARKETING

Our marketing department brainstorm new ways to promote the paper to attract readers and advertisers. Staff members conduct market research, generate selling strategies and promotional materials, and work together with all of the editorial and business departments to increase sales and readership of the newspaper. They will also keep in close contact with the community, assessing its satisfaction with our product.

CREDIT/FINANCE

How does $1.2 million sound? The DP’s big business — we invest the $1.2 million mark each year. You can study the theory of finance at Wharton, but the DP gives you an ideal business laboratory — and the money is real. Finance and credit staff members control the funds by preparing budgets and financial statements, paying and issuing bills, and handling customer service and collections. Few other activities on campus offer as much independence with such real stakes.

ADVERTISING

DP advertising reps hit the streets running, serving our current customers and bringing in new business. Besides earning commissions on ads you sell, you’ll learn valuable business skills such as making presentations, managing time, communicating effectively, writing powerful business letters, and providing good customer service.

Join The Daily Pennsylvanian.

Introductory Meeting

Tuesday, January 23

Business 4:30 p.m. • Editorial 5:30 p.m.

4015 Walnut Street, 2nd Floor

Questions? Call Cassy Howell (Business) at (215) 898-6581 ext. 115 or Rod Kurtz (Editorial) at (215) 898-6585 ext. 138

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Putting Penn to Paper

RAN DATE

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24

4:30 PM BUSINESS • 5:30 PM EDITORIAL
RICK HAGGERTY

Time to put it all together

By Kyle Bender

The Daily Pennsylvania

W. FENCING to host Penn Invitationals

FRIDAY

Weightman Hall will open its doors for Haverford and Rutgers this weekend.

By Barbara Yang

Happy New Year to all Penn Quakers fans. Here are the highlights of what's happening around Penn this winter.

The Daily Pennsylvania

Back to play for M. FENCING

The Quakers host the Penn Invite this weekend, which features Haverford and Rutgers.

By Sebastian Stockman

The Penn men's fencing team kicks off its season this Saturday when the Quakers come head-to-head with the Red Devils.

The Daily Pennsylvania

Experienced Midshipmen top M. SQUASH

The Quakers could not piece together enough wins to surmount Navy last night.

By Stefan Mitchev

The Penn men's squash team, which entered the match with a strong 3-2 record, defeated the Quakers 6-2. Navy's freshman duo, the leading pair at one second-place finish for the first time in years, also led the way.

The Daily Pennsylvania

M. Hoops doomed by poor play

Delaware ended Penn's two-game winning streak.

By Kyle Moskowitz

Delaware 69, Penn 59

Henderson lengthened his high free from the locker room, getting out to ear as he traced his own line on the box score, Delaware guard Billy Wells made it seem as if the Blue Hens' game plan last night was premature.

The Daily Pennsylvania

TOMORROW

The Penn men's basketball team takes on Lafayette on Saturday. Look for a preview of the game in tomorrow's DP.
Hens' defense stifles Quakers

By Yao Castella

Newark, Del. — Apparently, Delaware coach Kevin Korff wanted the Blue Hens to have a big win yesterday. "It means a lot," Maurice Owens said. "When we play good defense, I don't think we lose.

Delaware's defense turned in a stellar performance both on the paint and at the perimeter in the Blue Hens' 62-44 victory last night.

The Blue Hens' defense has been strong all season, as it held opponents to an average of 61 points per contest. Yesterday's contest, Delaware was held to 44 points and 17 steals per contest.

Last year against the Quakers, the Blue Hens held all three numbers by recording nine blocks and nine steals, while limiting the Penn offense to a mere 46.4 percent shooting.

The Blue Hens are the only team in the America East Conference that has not allowed an opponent to shoot better than 50 percent from the floor this season. Last night against the Quakers they continued this trend, limiting Penn to a .455 shooting percentage.

The Delaware defense did hold Penn's two best shooters in check. The Quakers' fourth leading scorer shot 3-for-17 percent in the game, making just 6-of-26 attempts from downtown.

Penn's three-point shooting attack is led by guard Leon Pfunner, who is successfully whacking 44.1 percent of the attempts. But Delaware held Pfunner to a 1-for-3 three-point field, and Pfunner finished the game with only 15 points.

"Penny [Pfunner] is our point man on defense, and he didn't give us any open looks," Hen-德尔 said. "That's key because that kid is automatic when he's hot. He's a great defender, and we know him well." Wells, along with forward Aj- manteczzi, and the Blue Hens finished the game with three blocked shots. Wells also contributed defensively with two steals.

"I thought they did a really good job preventing our perime- ter guys," Penn coach Fran Dunphy said. "Onyekwe knocked down a twinkle from our paint, which hadn't happened at all year long."

The Blue Hens came halfway through the first half with the lead and Blue trailing 20-13. Delaware guard Austen Row-land, who had been Penn's second-leading guard Charlie Cuck, led the Blue Hens back to the court with the ball. Cuy- grabbed his box and was called for an intentional foul, giving the Blue Hens two free-throws and possession.

So the start was shooting the basketball. David Klaczyk was also victim-ized by Delaware's tenacious defense at the top of the key. The Blue Hens had it a bit eas-ier in the second half. Wells related down the court for an uncom- mon layup to keep Delaware's biggest lead of the entire game.

Delaware's defense did an equally efficient job down low. Penn's starting frontcourt of N.C. Gophers' guard, Jonathan Williams, and forward Geoff Owens scored a combined 16 points — 16 points below their season average.

"Our big guys inside were not allowing those guys to get their good position," Henderson said. "We really wanted to double down with our perimeter players and shut off the floor and take away their game in the paint."

Delaware was also able to limit Penn's shooting by getting him into foul trouble. Normally a point guard for the Quakers, Onyekwe played only 12 of the 32 minutes as a guard.

M. Hoops must start acting like a team

As Rowland headed back down the court for an uncon-"the paint and at the perimeter in the Blue Hens' 62-44 victory last night.

The Blue Hens' defense has been strong all season, as it held opponents to an average of 61 points per contest. Yesterday's contest, Delaware was held to 44 points and 17 steals per contest.

Last year against the Quakers, the Blue Hens held all three numbers by recording nine blocks and nine steals, while limiting the Penn offense to a mere 46.4 percent shooting.

The Blue Hens are the only team in the America East Conference that has not allowed an opponent to shoot better than 50 percent from the floor this season. Last night against the Quakers they continued this trend, limiting Penn to a .455 shooting percentage.

The Delaware defense did hold Penn's two best shooters in check. The Quakers' fourth leading scorer shot 3-for-17 percent in the game, making just 6-of-26 attempts from downtown.

Penn's three-point shooting attack is led by guard Leon Pfunner, who is successfully whacking 44.1 percent of the attempts. But Delaware held Pfunner to a 1-for-3 three-point field, and Pfunner finished the game with only 15 points.

"Penny [Pfunner] is our point man on defense, and he didn't give us any open looks," Hen-德尔 said. "That's key because that kid is automatic when he's hot. He's a great defender, and we know him well." Wells, along with forward Aj- manteczzi, and the Blue Hens finished the game with three blocked shots. Wells also contributed defensively with two steals.

"I thought they did a really good job preventing our perime- ter guys," Penn coach Fran Dunphy said. "Onyekwe knocked down a twinkle from our paint, which hadn't happened at all year long."

The Blue Hens came halfway through the first half with the lead and Blue trailing 20-13. Delaware guard Austen Row-land, who had been Penn's second-leading guard Charlie Cuck, led the Blue Hens back to the court with the ball. Cuy- grabbed his box and was called for an intentional foul, giving the Blue Hens two free-throws and possession.

So the start was shooting the basketball. David Klaczyk was also victim-ized by Delaware's tenacious defense at the top of the key. The Blue Hens had it a bit eas-ier in the second half. Wells related down the court for an uncom- mon layup to keep Delaware's biggest lead of the entire game.

Delaware's defense did an equally efficient job down low. Penn's starting frontcourt of N.C. Gophers' guard, Jonathan Williams, and forward Geoff Owens scored a combined 16 points — 16 points below their season average.

"Our big guys inside were not allowing those guys to get their good position," Henderson said. "We really wanted to double down with our perimeter players and shut off the floor and take away their game in the paint."

Delaware was also able to limit Penn's shooting by getting him into foul trouble. Normally a point guard for the Quakers, Onyekwe played only 12 of the 32 minutes as a guard.

M. Hoops must start acting like a team

As Rowland headed back down the court for an uncon-
Blue Hens contain Penn's senior stars

M. BASSETT-BLAKE, Page 8

But Dunphy was quick to point out that playing defense was just the tip of the King's first three dropped in off the glass. "Dunphy says, "We called it," Dunphy said. "In one thing when you're down 15, quite another in a close game. Still, if the starters struggle as much as they did last night, King and Chiles may need to see more minutes."

Lamar Plummer, who brought a team-leading 16 points-per-game average into the contest, scored just six points on an off-shooting. Meanwhile, although Ericsson's secondshowed signs over the weekend of returning to the form that earned him Ivy League Player of the Year honors last season, the power forward couldn't seem to find his rhythm. He grabbed seven rebounds in 22 minutes last night.

Senior captain Geoff Owens, relinquished by nagging foot injuries, had just one field goal and one rebound in 15 minutes. Early in the second half, Owens coughed up the ball in the paint and Wells responded by driving his team's seventh three of the game. For the Hens, that shot sparked a 17-0 run to open the half that buried the visiting Quakers.

"I think that (Owens') absence was very important to us," first-year Delaware coach David Hindenlang said. "Because studying Penn, they said play their pressure defense and if you don't get it, they played Maryland, they were down 22 points at the half and they got back into it."

But the Quakers, who beat the heat on Maryland and took a top-10 team to the wire earlier in the season showed no signs of yielding an opportunity to Penn, who came in knocking down 48.9 percent of their free-throw attempts. The visitors never seemed bothered and the Quakers never longer than when the Hens celebrated their 13th game in eight from the foul line. From then on, the nation's, the championship squad worked a three-tiered trophy over the weekend of returning to the Glass. "We called it," Dunphy said. "In one thing when you're down 15, quite another in a close game. Still, if the starters struggle as much as they did last night, King and Chiles may need to see more minutes."
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Find the perfect place in the DP's real estate classified!

Join us at our Teacher Job Fairs

FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Hiring for the 2001-2002 school year

Elementary & Special Education
February 10, 2001
Registration Jan. 14 - Feb. 6

Secondary & Special Education
March 3, 2001
Registration Feb. 7 - Feb. 27

Help Us Build the Future
CHILD by CHILD

All candidates must pre-
Wednesday, January 17, 2001

For information and
www.fcps.edu

Is Your Smoking Habit Hard to Break?

The University of Pennsylvania Medical Center is looking for volunteers for a research study examining the effectiveness of an investigational medication, which may help you stop smoking.

Participants should be at least 18 years old and be motivated to stop smoking. All volunteers will receive free outpatient treatment related to smoking cessation.

(215) 243-9959
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Field Goal Percent: PENN 33.7, Delaware 55.3. Three-Point Field Goal Percent: PENN 17.3 (5-29), Delaware 41.4 (7-17). Free Throw Percent: PENN 68.8 (18-26), Delaware 79.2 (22-28). Turnovers: PENN 13 (2-2), Delaware 11 (2-10). Steals: PENN 5 (3-1), Delaware 10 (4-3).

Men's Basketball

PENN 32
Delaware 42

PENN (3-15)
Delaware (10-7)

Field Goal: PENN 46.9, Delaware 56.0. Three-Point Field Goal: PENN 36.8 (18-50), Delaware 42.0 (20-47). Free Throw: PENN 58.8, Delaware 68.4.

FT-A

PENN 28 20 7 10 13 4 35 78 15 32 13 76
Delaware 38 30 10 15 17 6 30 70 10 38 12 76

FGA FG% 3PA 3P% FG% 3P% O-FT A-FT O-FTA A-FTA

PENN 59 29 20 4-10 44 00 00 00 00 00
Delaware 56 23 13 3-11 36 00 00 00 00 00

Steals: PENN 5 (3-1), Delaware 10 (4-3).

FT-A

PENN 28 20 7 10 13 4 35 78 15 32 13 76
Delaware 38 30 10 15 17 6 30 70 10 38 12 76

FGA FG% 3PA 3P% FG% 3P% O-FT A-FT O-FTA A-FTA

PENN 59 29 20 4-10 44 00 00 00 00 00
Delaware 56 23 13 3-11 36 00 00 00 00 00

Steals: PENN 5 (3-1), Delaware 10 (4-3).
Spring into Action for Spring 2001

You'll find it all at the Student Administrative Services Center in the Franklin Building

Student Financial Services
Room 100
Penn InTouch https://inprint.isc.upenn.edu/PennInTouch
Website: www.upenn.edu/sfs/
Email: sfsmail@pobox.upenn.edu
Student Loan Processing
Direct Deposit of Student Refunds
Financial Aid Counseling
Penn Monthly Budget Plan
The Penn Plan
Student Billing

Hours
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday 9am to 4:30pm
Tuesday, 10am to 4:45pm
Website: <www.upenn.edu/registrar>

PennCash
PennCard & Penn VISA
PennCard Photo ID Center
Website: <www.upenn.edu/penncard>
Room 221
Email: penncard@pobox.upenn.edu

PennCard Center
Suite 150
Website: www.upenn.edu/penncard
Email: penncard@pobox.upenn.edu
PennCard Photo ID Center
PennCard & Banking
PennCard & Penn VISA
PennCard & Calling Card
PennCash

Hours
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday 9am to 4:30pm
Tuesday, 10am to 4:30pm
Phone 898-7111 Fax 573-2076

Atlanta

Hens' defense stifles Quakers
By Zac Costello

NEDRAK, Del. — Apparently, Delaware coach David Fedora
just needed to watch television last night to take to heart the Penn men's
basketball team's 19th loss of the season.
"Coach Dunphy told me that playing good defense was the key to
us winning," Fedora said about Quaker coach Jerome Ses- 
osso's comments. "When we play good defense, I don't think
we lose." Delaware's defense turned in a stifling performance in both
the paint and at the perimeter in the Blue Hens' 76-66 victory
last night.
The Blue Hens' defense has been strong all season, as it held opponents to an average of 65
points per game during the first 19 games of its season. Delaware
allowed 64.5 points and 31.6 steals per contest.
Last night against the Quak- ers, the Blue Hens blocked three
blocks and set a school record, while limit-
ing the Penn offense to a mere
68 points.
The Blue Hens are the only
team in the America East Confer-
ence that has not allowed an
opponent to shoot better than
39 percent from the floor this
season. Last night against the
Quakers they continued this trend, limiting Penn to a 39%
shooting percentage.
The Delaware defense did a
tremendous job of denying Penn's three-point shooting in 
check. The Quakers, who
were shooting 37 percent from be-
hind the arc coming into the
game, mustered just 22 attempts from
downTown.
Penn's three-point shooting attack is in big trouble, as Plummer is in
able to get a shot off. Plummer
was in the paint and on the perimeter,
but Delaware fielded Penn's
three-point point guard to just
four three-point attempts.
Wells, still one of Penn's
defensive weaknesses, didn't
give up on Penn's offense and didn't
give up on Penn's offense.

NAGGERITY from page B1
everyone else has not done
what he has done this season.
"I wish I had it," he said. "I wish I had that mental attitude, and
I think we're going to be a very good ball-
club.
But Dunphy, more than any
one else, knows the Blue Hens'
attitude. It has the type of talent that should prove that
Penn is now ready to take re-
responsibility for that. In his 32
years at Penn, he has had 12
wins with 12 different per- 
sonalities, and he realizes that this
ingrid could need some extra
motivating.
"I need to motivate him, too,"
Fedora said of Dunphy. "But
there is a difference between not having
someone to shoot over 50 percent against Delaware.
Penn has the talent to beat
Delaware's defense.
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Blue Hens contain Penn's senior stars

MEN'S BASKETBALL (Page 81)

But Dunphy was quick to point out that nothing really "saw the Hens' first three bowed in off the glass. HUBER (34), who called it, "Dunphy said — it's one thing when you're down two in another in a close game. Still, if the starters struggle as much as they did last night, King and Chubbs may end up seeing even more minutes.

Lester Finocchiaro, who brought a team-leading 14 points per game average into the contest, scored just six points on 2-4 24 shooting. Meanwhile, big man Jason Obahiagwui showed signs over the weekend of returning to the form that earned him his second three-pointer of the game. In fact, it was his second three-pointer of the game. Amadeus Marchilla came off the bench to hit the first half, putting Delaware up 12 at 28-16.

The heat of the game could be felt in the middle of the court. Delaware coach David Hendersen held the visiting Quakers to a 7-0 run to open the half that included the Hens' spreading of the floor. The only time the noise level approached that fever pitch
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Is Your Smoking Habit Hard to Break?

The University of Pennsylvania Medical Center is looking for volunteers for a research study examining the effectiveness of an investigational medication, which may help you stop smoking.

Participants should be at least 18 years old and be motivated to stop smoking. All volunteers will receive free outpatient treatment related to smoking cessation.
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CLASSIFIED LINES AD RATES
Regular line classified ads are priced by size. Ad size is 2 column-inches (1 column wide by 2" tall). Minimum charge $9.20. Columns are approximately 1 1/2" wide. Rates are listed on the on-line ad service.

ONLINE (WEB) CLASSIFIEDS
Classified line ads are posted on the "classified" section of the campusapts.com Internet web site.

FOR RENT
 Roommates
Real Estate
Help Wanted
For Sale
Services
Types
Instruction
Wanted
Business Opps.
Health & Fitness
Tickets
Travel
Adoption
Lost & Found
Adult Entertainment
Miscellaneous
Op Personalities

FOR RENT
CAMPUS APARTMENTS
4045 Walnut Street • 920-1300
Efficiencies through 4 BR
1st. 1BR, $495/mo. 3BR. $695/mo. Several furnished units available. Great location, near campus. Contact: Cheryl. Call 215-546-5999
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Linton looks to overcome past ghosts

WASHINGTON (AP) — Melody Linton, who was the nation's top female fencer in a recent national tournament, has been working hard to overcome the ghosts of her past.

“I've been working hard to get over those past experiences,” Linton said in an interview.

Linton is known for her strong performance in the slope. However, she was not always smooth sailing. In her early years, she struggled to find a way to win.

“Those early years were tough. I was always striving to be the best, but I was never able to carry through,” Linton said. “I had to learn to let go and accept my mistakes.”

But that didn't stop her. Linton persevered and continued to work hard.

“Every setback was an opportunity to learn and grow,” she said. “I learned from my mistakes and never gave up.”

As she got older, Linton began to see the results of her hard work.

“Once I started to focus on my weaknesses, I saw a real change," she said. "I became more confident and I started to believe in myself.”

Now, as she looks back on her career, Linton is proud of how far she has come.

“I've come a long way," she said. "I'm glad I didn't give up on my dreams.”

Linton believes that anyone can achieve their goals if they are willing to put in the work.

“Don't let failure define you," she said. "Just keep pushing and never give up.”

As she looks ahead to the future, Linton is excited about what the next steps may bring.

“I'm excited to see what the future holds," she said. "I'm ready to see where my hard work will take me.”

M. FENCING from page B1

Son, despite their relative lack of experience.

“We definitely want to go out strong,” explained Kim Brown, her coach.

“We have to make sure we're ready for the challenges that lie ahead.”

Linton has been working hard to perfect her technique.

“She's been working on her footwork and her defense,” Brown said. “She's really focused on getting ready for this match.”

As she looks ahead to the competition, Linton is confident in her ability to succeed.

“I'm ready," she said. "I'm looking forward to seeing what we can do.”

M. FENCING to page B1

of numbers, so on paper you think the Rutgers team might be the more dominant team in the match."
Unique Paid Summer Internship
For Minority Undergraduates
Interested in Health Services Research Careers
INFORMATION SESSION
Thursday, January 18, 2001
4pm-5pm
McNeil Building – Rooms 285-86
Earn a stipend this summer while exploring the possibilities of a career in Health Services Research. The Summer Undergraduate Minority Research Program (SUMR) is an opportunity for rising juniors and seniors to identify key issues of minority health care and work towards making a difference for underrepresented voices. Participants will work on an important health services research project with a Penn faculty mentor, and have the opportunity to attend national conferences, participate in site visits, and network with other researchers.

This program is a unique opportunity to earn a stipend while making a positive contribution to the future of minority health care.

Application Deadline: February 1st
For additional information about the SUMR program, visit www.upenn.edu/ids/sume.html
Co-sponsored by the Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics and the Health Care Systems Department, The Wharton School

Why work for a newspaper if you're not interested in journalism?
Here's a chance to gain marketable experience with a position at The Daily Pennsylvanian.

You're reading The Daily Pennsylvanian, Penn's independent daily student newspaper. We operate a real corporation with an annual budget of more than $1.5 million. Revenues come entirely through advertising and sales; we receive no University funding.

Managing that kind of money leaves a lot for our Business staff to do. We do market studies, sales calls, credit checks and advertising production. We do budget planning, financial analysis and graphic design. And now we invite you to join one of the largest and most respected student organizations on Penn's campus. And while most people think of a newspaper being staffed by reporters, photojournalists and editors, we'll show you all that the "other side" of the newspaper business has to offer.

The Daily Pennsylvanian provides an intensive training program that involves all business staff members in the day-to-day operations of the corporation. We'll show you how to prepare financial statements, handle customer accounts, and design a marketing plan. We'll teach you to use state-of-the-art computers and business systems. We'll help you to interact professionally with the real business clients who depend on The Daily Pennsylvanian to reach the Penn student and faculty market. It's a job, not some coffee-fetching, copying internship.

We'll give you the sort of background that has helped hundreds of our alumni get started in business, advertising, publishing, sales, and marketing.

And we'll introduce you to some of the most interesting and motivated people on campus.

Introductory Meeting
Tuesday, January 23 at 4:30 pm
4015 Walnut Street, 2nd floor
Questions? Contact Casey Howell at (215) 898-6581 x-115 or cashwell@sas

Raine DATE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24
AT 4:30 PM

Keeping honors in the family
By Jason Bednar
Hobart College's Hall of Fame ceremony on October 6 has all the makings of a Van Arsdale family reunion. Current Penn men's lacrosse coach Marc Van Arsdale, who earned a Hobart degree in 1985, Hobart graduates, will be among those inducted.

But Marc won't be the only Van Arsdale heading to the Hobart hall of Fame this year. His older brother Guy and father William will also be inducted.

"To go in with my brother and my father is a dream come true," the Penn head coach said.

Van Arsdale was a first team All-American and the Division III National Attacker of the Year in 1985. He also was a three-time Outstanding Player of the Division III National Championship game.

The four-time Hobart letterman is currently 12th in Hobart's all-time scoring list and has the 12th-best goals-per-game average in Hobart history. He also is in his fifth year as Penn's head coach, which he took over 53-5-5. In his first season at the helm, Van Arsdale led the Quakers to their first Ivy League win in three years and their first 200 season of the decade.

Guy Van Arsdale was a goalie for the Statesmen and led the Statesmen to four straight National Championships. He is currently the head coach at Rochester Institute of Technology.

William Van Arsdale was Hobart's chief financial officer from 1973-93 and will be inducted as an athletic administrator.

The Van Arsdale trio will become the first brother-father-head coach combination into the Hobart Hall of Fame. "It's a tremendous honor," Thorpe-Clark said. "We hope to be the first one to feature a family with three Van Araldes. Marc and Guy and I were both inducted into the Greater Sports Hall of Fame in 1992.

The Daily Pennsylvanian
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COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio State has a new coach — Jim
— and his father has remar-
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CANAHEM, Calif — Anaheim
Angels slugger Mike Piazza will not hit at least the upper half of the upcoming season because of aches and pains in his left arm.
The 38-year-old Piazza, who hit 372 with 35 homers and 117 runs batted in last season, will undergo surgery
he has a large torn tendon in
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Wednesday’s Games

Los Angeles 23, Milwaukee 21
Seattle 29, Phoenix 22
Denver 27, Portland 23
Miami 11, Boston 8
Chicago 10, New York 9
New Orleans 13, Toronto 12
San Antonio 20, Detroit 17
Denver 9, Philadelphia 8

LAST WEEK'S GAMES

TTorronto 25, New York 23
Detroit 105, St. Louis 80
Philadelphia 112, Minnesota 103
Washington 111, New England 98
Chicago 110, San Francisco 107
Montreal 109, Los Angeles 107
Cincinnati 108, New England 94
Atlanta 107, New England 106
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Goldman, Sachs & Co.
will be interviewing on Campus on the following days:

Equities
February 20th

Investment Banking
February 20th

Technology
February 20th

Investment Management Division
February 21st

Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities
February 21st

Global Investment Research
February 23rd

Resume Drop is January 15th-January 18th for all schedules

Goldman, Sachs, an equal opportunity employer, does not discriminate in employment on any basis that is prohibited by federal, state or local laws. © 2000 Goldman, Sachs & Co.